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Practice Reminder for Clients:
Vertical Neural Integration

▪︎ Accessing the prefrontal cortex (PFC):
Follow your breath with your mind for a short while, then
imagine you can extend your breath to your forehead ▪︎ notice
any sensations, images, sounds your mind generates and
‘feed’ them with more breath ▪︎ feel free to use any
grounding, breathing or meditation practice you know, or
anything that works for you ▪︎ focusing attention and breath
on the forehead causes the neurons in the PFC to fire.

▪︎ How to know you’ve accessed your PFC:
▪︎ You won’t feel much
▪︎ You’ll feel more grounded, a bit quieter and more
comfortable in your body
▪︎ Your thinking will be a little clearer

▪︎ Now try to notice any feelings your limbic brain
is communicating. If at first feelings are hard to
access, it can help to notice body sensations.
▪︎ Whatever the feelings are and even if you can’t
identify them, say to your limbic brain:

1 What you’re feeling is OK (validate)
2 I’m here for you (soothe)
3 Everything will be OK (reassure)
Tips
▪︎ Integration between our emotions and executive functions is
key to good mental health, resilience, fulfilment of potential,
self-regulation, confidence, healthy boudnaries mature
parenting, healthy relationships and more.
▪︎ Every time you practice this, integrative fibres grow
between the brains. As they develop, you’ll change.
▪︎ Changes to notice at first: You’ll recover quicker from familiar
triggers and anxiety levels will go down.
▪︎ The purpose of the work is integration (relationship) NOT
changing, managing, controlling, numbing or avoiding
feelings!
▪︎ Neural pathways take time to form and need practice to
become permanent. Same as when you learn anything new.
▪︎ If you feel impatient or irritated with yourself, your limbic
brain might still be ‘in charge’ and you’re not doing it from
your PFC. That’s OK. Breathe and try again another time.
▪︎ Scepticism and doubt are normal limbic reactions. If no one’s
ever done this for you when you were a child, your limbic brain
is not used to it and it could feel strange, unfamiliar, even
worrying. There is no risk in this and it gets easier and more
natural with practice.
▪︎ It helps to practice this with others, especially children and
young people.

